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ABSTRACT The transport of Ca21 by Ca-ATPase across the sarcoplasmic reticulum membrane is accompanied by several
transconformations of the protein. Relying on the already established functional importance of low-frequency modes in
dynamics of proteins, we report here a normal mode analysis of the Ca21-ATPase based on the crystallographic structures of
the E1Ca2 and E2TG forms. The lowest-frequency modes reveal that the N and A(1Nter) domains undergo the largest
amplitude movements. The dynamical domain analysis performed with the DomainFinder program suggests that they behave
as rigid bodies, unlike the highly ﬂexible P domain. We highlight two types of movements of the transmembrane helices:
i), a concerted movement around an axis perpendicular to the membrane which ‘‘twists open’’ the lumenal side of the protein
and ii), an individual translational and rotational mobility which is of lower amplitude for the helices hosting the calcium binding
sites. Among all modes calculated for E1Ca, only three are enough to describe the transition to E2TG; the associated
movements involve almost exclusively the A and N domains, reﬂecting the closure of the cytoplasmic headpiece and high
displacement of the L7-8 lumenal loop. Subsequently, we discuss the potential contribution of the remaining low-frequency
normal modes to the transconformations occurring within the overall calcium transport cycle.
INTRODUCTION
The P-type ATPases are a large family of membrane proteins
that actively transport cations across biological membranes
(Møller et al., 1996) to regulate ion concentrations in animal,
plant, and yeast cells. The hydrolysis of ATP provides the
required energy to move cations against their electro-
chemical potential gradient. The formation of a stable
aspartyl-phosphoryl-enzyme intermediate distinguishes the
P-type ATPases from the other ATPases such as the F- and
V-type ATPases which are ATP synthases.
The calcium ATPase (Ca-ATPase) from skeletal muscle
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) is structurally and functionally
the best-studied active ion transporter (for reviews see Lee
and East, 2001; Stokes and Green, 2003). It pumps the
cytosolic calcium into the sarcoplasmic reticulum lumen.
Two calcium ions per ATP molecule hydrolyzed are
transferred from the cytoplasmic to the lumenal side while
two (Yu et al., 1993) or three (Forge et al., 1993a; b) protons
are counter-transported. The reaction cycle can be repre-
sented as in Fig. 1, where also the available atomic structural
data are given. Since 1993 cryoelectron microscopy
(cryoEM) has provided three-dimensional low-resolution
structures of an E2H3-P-like form of the SR Ca-ATPase in
the presence of vanadate (Toyoshima et al., 1993; Xu et al.,
2002; Zhang et al., 1998). More recently the release of the
ﬁrst atomic structure (Toyoshima et al., 2000) obtained from
x-ray diffraction and corresponding to the E1Ca2 form of the
protein (Fig. 1), provided new structural information that
could be linked with the numerous functional data. It has
conﬁrmed most of the structural features anticipated by early
secondary structure predictions (Green and Stokes, 1992;
Stokes and Green, 2000). The Ca-ATPase is made up of
three cytoplasmic domains, named actuator (A), nucleotidic
(N), and phosphorylation (P), 10 transmembrane helices
(M1–M10: M domain), and loops of various lengths (Fig. 1).
The x-ray and cryoEM-derived structures have given a
snapshot of different intermediates and their comparison has
suggested cytoplasmic domain movements. The release of
a second atomic structure of the Ca-ATPase (Toyoshima and
Nomura, 2002) (E2H3-TG form in Fig. 1) has provided new
insights into the transconformation mechanisms. Indeed,
unlike the E1Ca2 conformation which is opened, the E2H3-
TG form shows a much higher proximity of the cytoplasmic
domains, which can be described as a closure of the cyto-
plasmic headpiece. The calcium binding sites lie in the
transmembrane section of the protein, between helices M4,
M5, M6, and M8. The comparison of the two atomic
structures with and without calcium (E1Ca2 and E2H3-TG)
shows large movements in the transmembrane region and
suggests access routes for the calcium ions. However, there
exist more than two stable conformations of this protein and
the molecular interactions that trigger these transitions are
not well understood. In the present study our goal was to
investigate the dynamics of the transconformations using
molecular modeling. Indeed, this approach provides several
powerful tools for computing the dynamics of proteins.
Molecular dynamics (MD) is perhaps the most widely used
technique, but given the number of atoms (;15,000 with
hydrogen atoms for the Ca-ATPase) and the time scale of the
reaction cycle (several milliseconds), MD simulations of the
Ca-ATPase with a meaningful simulation time is currently
difﬁcult. One alternative is to simplify the system by
studying only a part of interest. Costa et al. (Costa and
Carloni, 2003) performed MD simulations of the M and P
domains of the Ca-ATPase. This study provides interesting
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insights into the calcium-binding mechanism, since they
suggest that the two ions reach their binding sites via two
speciﬁc pathways. Normal mode analysis (NMA) is a better
suited approach than molecular dynamics for the whole Ca-
ATPase since it is much less computer demanding. Several
tools based on NMA have been developed (Bahar et al.,
1997; Brooks et al., 1983; Go et al., 1983; Hinsen, 1998;
Hinsen et al., 2000; Hinsen et al., 1999; Levitt et al., 1985; Li
and Cui, 2002; Marques and Sanejouand, 1995; Mouawad
and Perahia, 1993; Schulz, 1991; Tama et al., 2000; Tirion,
1996) and successfully applied to predict the collective, large
amplitude motions of several macromolecules (for reviews
see refs. Cornell and Louise-May, 1998; Hayward, 2001).
These methods are based on the hypothesis that the
vibrational normal modes exhibiting the lowest frequencies
(also named soft modes) describe the largest movements in
a protein and are the ones functionally relevant. An NMA
study involving all atoms of the Ca-ATPase has been
recently reported by Li et al. (Li and Cui, 2002). This work
describes the structural ﬂexibility of the cytoplasmic do-
mains (especially N), identiﬁes hinge regions (A/M and N/P
interfaces), and reports correlated motions between cyto-
plasmic and transmembrane domains. We previously re-
ported (Reuter et al., 2003a,b) similar features of ﬂexibility
and correlated motions of different domains in the E1Ca2
form of the Ca-ATPase using NMA with a simpliﬁed po-
tential based on Ca atoms (Hinsen et al., 2000).
In the present study, we have calculated the whole set of
modes; we ﬁrst present a thorough analysis of the 10 lowest
frequency modes of the E1Ca2 form and characterize them
with respect to the regions of the protein most displaced in
each mode. Second, we illustrate the ﬂexibility of the protein
by a residue-based deformation energy analysis enabling the
characterization of Ca-ATPase regions that can be consid-
ered as rigid bodies. Third, we highlight two types of
motions for the transmembrane helices: i), a correlated twist
of the 10 M helices and ii), independent rotations and
translations of each M helix. Finally, we identify the few
normal modes involved in the difference between the two
known atomic structures of the Ca-ATPase (E1Ca2 and
E2H3-TG forms). Consequently, we discuss the potential
contribution of the remaining low-frequency normal modes
to the transconformations occurring within the overall
calcium transport cycle.
FIGURE 1 Topological domains (right) and reaction cycle (left) of the Ca-ATPase with known atomic structures. The deﬁnition of the cytoplasmic domains
(Nter, A, P, and N for N-terminal, actuator, phosphorylation, and nucleotide, respectively) is based on the crystal structure (1eul) of the E1Ca2 form
(Toyoshima et al., 2000). The deﬁnition of the 10 transmembrane helices (M1–M10) has been determined by the STRIDE program (Frishman and Argos,
1995), implemented in the VMD visualization tool (Humphrey et al., 1996). The frontier residues are represented by their numbers in the sequence of the
calcium pump. A scheme describing the minimal number of intermediates is presented on the left with the known atomic structures (1eul and 1iwo
corresponding to E1Ca2 and E2TG forms, respectively).
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Atomic structures
The atomic coordinates of the E1Ca2 and E2TG forms of the Ca-ATPase
were extracted from the x-ray structures referenced 1eul (Toyoshima et al.,
2000) and 1iwo (chain A) (Toyoshima and Nomura, 2002) in the Protein
Data Bank (Abola et al., 1987; Bernstein et al., 1977), respectively. The
secondary structure elements (helices and extended conformations) were
calculated with the program STRIDE (Frishman and Argos, 1995). For the
normal modes calculation, we used a simpliﬁed model consisting of only the
Ca atoms (994) of the protein, prepared from the 1eul atomic structure.
Normal mode calculations
A normal mode analysis consists of the diagonalization of the matrix of the
second derivatives of the energy with respect to the displacements of the
atoms, in mass-weighted coordinates (Hessian matrix). The eigenvectors of
the Hessian matrix are the normal modes, and its eigenvalues are the squares
of the associated frequencies. The low-frequency normal modes are believed
to be the ones functionally important. To perform a NMA on the E1Ca form
of the pump, we used the approximate normal analysis method developed by
Hinsen (Hinsen, 1998), which represents very well low-frequency domain
motions at negligible computational cost. The force ﬁeld used is slightly
different from the one used in the original publication and has been
described in reference (Hinsen et al., 2000). It uses only the Ca atoms of the
protein, which however are assigned the masses of the whole residues they
represent.
Brieﬂy, the functional form of the force ﬁeld is
UðR1; . . . ; RNÞ ¼ +
all pairs i;j
VðRi  RjÞ: (1)
VðrÞ is the harmonic pair potential describing the interaction between the Ca
atoms:
VðrÞ ¼ kðjRð0Þij jÞðjrj  ðR0ijjÞ2; (2)
where Rð0Þij is the pair distance vector, ðRi  RjÞ is the input conﬁguration,
and k is the pair force constant:
kðrÞ ¼
8:63 105 kJmol1 nm3









The NMA tools are implemented in the Molecular Modeling Toolkit
(MMTK) (Hinsen, 2000), which is also interfaced with the VMD program
(Humphrey et al., 1996) to help the visualization. All modes were calculated,
i.e., three times the number of Ca atoms (3 3 994 ¼ 2982) in a relatively
short time; the calculation took ;30 min on a 1.2-GHz Athlon processor
with 1 GB memory. The ﬁrst six modes (zero-frequency modes) correspond
to global rotation and translation of the Ca-ATPase and will be ignored in the
following analysis. The lowest frequency mode of interest is thus mode
number 7.
Atomic displacement
Normalized squared atomic displacements (Di) for each Ca atom (i ¼









where di is the component of the eigenvector corresponding to the i
th Ca.
Vector ﬁeld
A vector ﬁeld representation was calculated as described by Thomas et al.
(Thomas et al., 1999). The vector ﬁeld is calculated over cubic regions with
an edge length of 3 A˚, containing on average 1.3 Ca atoms. The vector ﬁeld
deﬁned on a regular lattice at the center of each cube is the mass-weighted
average of the displacements of the atoms in the cube.
Deformation analysis and deﬁnition of the
dynamical domains
The DomainFinder program (Hinsen et al., 1999) allows the determination
of dynamical domains of proteins. A dynamical domain of a protein is
a relatively rigid region, moving as a rigid body, that is separated from the
other domains by more ﬂexible inter-domain regions. The other deﬁnition of
domains in a protein derives from the structural aspects of the molecule;
a structural domain of a protein is a compactly folded part linked to other
domains by only a few peptide chains. This is for example the case of the
nucleotidic domain in the Ca-ATPase (see Fig. 1). Determination of dy-
namical domains, based on normal modes, is an effective tool for char-
acterizing the ﬂexibility of a complex protein. Brieﬂy, starting from a
predeﬁned set of low-frequency normal modes (here modes 7–16) this
program evaluates a deformation measure for each residue of the Ca-ATPase
and consequently identiﬁes rigid and nonrigid regions. The rigid regions are
classiﬁed according to their global motion and the dynamical domains are
composed of residues having the same rigid body motion. The coarseness,
input parameter of the calculation, speciﬁes how similar the rigid body
motions of the different residues should be to consider that these residues
form a dynamical domain; thus the smaller the coarseness, the ﬁner the
deﬁnition of the domains. Since the deformation energies of modes 7–16
range from 2 to 48, the deformation analysis based on these 10 modes was
performed with a deformation threshold equal to 40. The dynamical domain
decomposition was performed with different values of the coarseness
parameter; 20 and 30 (Fig. 4) and 10, 15, 40, and 50 (data not shown).
Generation of structures along a normal vector
and subsequent minimization
Structures displayed in Fig. 6 were generated by applying eigenvectors of
mode number 9 to the Ca coordinates of the 1eul x-ray structure. The side
chains were then copied from 1eul to the newly obtained Ca coordinates.
This is done by superimposing triplets of consecutive Ca atoms of both
structures and pasting the side chain of the central one. The procedure is
repeated along the protein chain. Subsequent minimization of the side chains
was performed with the MMTK package, using the steepest descent
algorithm with the Amber94 force ﬁeld (Cornell et al., 1995).
Overlap between a displacement vector and the
normal modes
The calculation of the dot product (overlap) between a displacement vector
and the full set of normal modes identiﬁes which modes contribute most to
the given displacement. By deﬁnition, the cumulative sum of the overlap
squared is equal to one. The different displacement vectors are calculated as
described below.
Movements of A and N domains
In an attempt to ﬁnd a general framework for all movements we arbitrarily
chose the same set of three axes for both domains. Previously reported
movements of the cytoplasmic domains of the pump (Toyoshima and
Nomura, 2002; Xu et al., 2002) have been mostly described with respect to
the membrane plane (parallel or perpendicular displacements with respect to
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it). As the membrane plane is difﬁcult to deﬁne rigorously we calculated the
three axes of inertia of the M region, which is a rigorous mathematical, and
thus, reproducible way of deﬁning axes to describe domain movements of
the Ca-ATPase. We thus obtained one axis almost perpendicular to the
membrane and two axes parallel to it, and used them to describe movements
of A and N domains. Practically, these axes were calculated and translated so
that their intersection coincides with the center of mass of the A domain (to
describe A domain movements), or the N domain (to describe N domain
movements). The translation vector of the domain along a given axis has
a component for each Ca atom of the domain which corresponds to
a normalized vector, parallel to the axis. The components of the rotation
vector for each Ca atom of the domain are calculated as the cross-product of
the axis with the vector between the atom and the center of mass. For each of
these cytoplasmic domains, we could thus discuss in terms of rotational and
translational movements parallel or perpendicular to the membrane.
Helix rotation and translation around its axis
The axis of an helix is deﬁned as the principal axis of inertia of the Ca atoms
composing the helix (residues deﬁned in Fig. 1, right). The components of
the rotation vector on each Ca atom are calculated exactly as for A and N
domains (see above).
Overlap between the difference vector of the two
x-ray structures and the normal modes
To identify which modes contribute most to the transition between the two
structures, the strategy used is the same as described above for the overlap
between a displacement vector and the set of modes, except that the dis-
placement vector is here replaced by the difference vector between the two
structures, which were superimposed beforehand.
RESULTS
The nature of the low-frequency normal modes
General considerations
Normal modes of the E1Ca2 form of the Ca-ATPase are
calculated as described in the Material and Methods section
where the technical aspects of the methodology employed
are also detailed. All modes are calculated and ranked from
low to high frequencies. Absolute frequency values can not
be determined accurately and therefore will not be discussed
in a quantitative way. Amongst the 2982 modes obtained, we
are essentially interested in the lowest frequency (or soft)
modes.
Normalized squared atomic displacements and vector
ﬁeld representation
In an attempt to characterize the displacements associated
with those normal modes, we ﬁrst calculated, for each mode,
the normalized squared atomic displacements, i.e., the square
of the displacement of each Ca atom, normalized so that the
sum over the 994 Ca atoms equals one. The normalized
atomic displacements for modes 7–16 are represented in Fig.
2, as a function of the amino acid sequence. The highest
peaks in the plots of Fig. 2 corresponds to the most displaced
residues in the corresponding mode. The regions displaced in
each mode are also visualized using vector ﬁelds (Thomas
et al., 1999) to represent the most important displacements
associated with the various slow modes (Fig. 3). This allows
us to characterize the modes depending on which region is
the most displaced.
The ﬁrst two modes, 7 and 8, involve mostly displace-
ments of the N domain as a whole (Figs. 2 and 3, a and b).
Mode 9 is more delocalized, it clearly displaces the N
domain as a whole but also involves movements of lumenal
loops (especially L1-2, L3-4, and L7-8) and most of the M
helices (Fig. 2). Indeed, M5, M6, and L56 exhibit smaller
displacements than the other loops and M helices. Peaks
corresponding to transmembrane helices are always higher at
the lumenal extremity of each helix. The corresponding
movement is a torsion of the transmembrane region around
an axis perpendicular to the membrane plane running
through the middle of the Ca-ATPase (Fig. 3 c). The center
of mass of each helix remains close to its initial position
whereas the lumenal extremities and the connected loops
undergo large displacements. The presence of movements of
N domain, M helices, and lumenal loops in this mode 9
suggests that their displacements are correlated. Modes 10–
12 describe correlated movements of the A domain and the
N-terminal region (residues 1–40) (Fig. 2, d–f ). This
movement is more localized in mode 12 (Fig. 3 d ). This
coupling is in line with the usual description of this region as
a domain; even if these two parts are separated in the
sequence by the ﬁrst two transmembrane helices, they appear
to be displaced together. Moreover, the lumenal loop L7-8
exhibits movements correlated to movements of this domain
without large displacement of the remaining parts of the
protein (modes 10 and 11). Mode 13 involves displacements
delocalized almost equally over all cytoplasmic domains
(Figs. 2 g and 3 e). This mode shows coupled movements of
A, P (only residues 622–700), and N domains, suggesting
a cooperativity between these domains. Important displace-
ments of the L7-8 loop are visible for modes 14 and 15 (Fig.
2, h and i). This long loop (almost 50 residues) shows either
movements that are almost independent, as revealed by the
especially prominent peak for mode 15, or correlated
movements with the M helices (mode 9), and the N and A
domains (modes 9–11, and 14). Modes 14 and 16 exhibit
a high peak (Fig. 2, h and j) for residues Ser-504 to Ala-506
of the N domain which correspond to the ﬁrst tryptic (T1)
cleavage site (Arg-505). It suggests an intrinsic mobility of
this T1-containing loop with respect to the N domain. This
peak, especially pronounced for mode 16, is associated with
peaks in the A domain, with the highest corresponding to the
second tryptic (T2) cleavage site (Arg-198). This T2-
associated peak is also visible in modes 10–13. Conversely
to the T1 site, movements of this T2 site are always
correlated with movements of the A domain as a whole (Fig.
2). The modes above 16 have very close frequencies and
therefore, analysis of the associated displacements in an
independent manner is meaningless.
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Domain analysis (modes 7–16)
The deformation analysis of the E1Ca2 form of the Ca-
ATPase (Fig. 4 a) shows three important rigid regions which
correspond roughly to N, A(1Nter) domains, and the
transmembrane part of the M domain. Conversely, the P
domain is more complex. A ﬁrst part, comprising extended
b-sheets (b2–b6) of the Rossman fold plus the helices P4
and P5 is rigid (residues L342–C349, I622–K629, N645–
Y694, T698–M700, I716–A719; red in Fig. 4 a). A second
part, made of the rest of the P domain and the upper part of
M4 and M5 is more ﬂexible (green and blue colored in Fig. 4
a). It is worth noting that the phosphorylation site (D351) is
in the ﬂexible region. Thus, unlike N and A(1Nter)
domains, the topological P domain (Fig. 1) can not be
considered as a rigid body. Several parts of the protein are
identiﬁed as ﬂexible, they correlate to previously described
hinge regions of A(1Nter) and N motions (Lee and East,
2001; Li and Cui, 2002): i), connection between M helices
and A(1Nter) domain (residues P42–K47, K120–E125, and
A240–D245) and ii), links of the P to the N domain (residues
N-359, Q-360, R-604, and K-605) (blue colored in Fig. 4 a).
Performing a domain decomposition analysis with
different values of the coarseness parameter conﬁrms that
P can not be regarded as a dynamical domain. Indeed, for
well deﬁned dynamical domains, changing the coarseness
does not modify signiﬁcantly its deﬁnition (Thomas et al.,
1999). Fig. 4, a–c represents dynamical domains with dif-
ferent colors and shows that two domains (green and red )
remain unchanged for different values of the coarseness
parameter. They correspond to N and A(1Nter) domains in
green and red, respectively. Changing the coarseness from
20 to 40 drastically modiﬁes the domain deﬁnition of the
central region of the Ca-ATPase. With a coarseness of 20
(Fig. 4 b), the central blue dynamical domain corresponds to
the topological domain P (N330–N359 and K605–D737)
augmented by the top part of helix M5 (from P to residue
Y754) and part of the L6-7 loop (M817–P824), as well as
FIGURE 2 Normalized squared atomic displacement of
the slowest modes of E1Ca2 form. a. mode 7, b. mode 8, c.
mode 9, d. mode 10, e. mode 11, f. mode 12, g. mode 13, h.
mode 14, i. mode 15, j. mode 16. The atomic displacement
is plotted versus the residue number in the sequence of the
pump (from 1–994). Sketches above plots a and f highlight
the correspondence between the regions (Nter, A, P, and N
for N-terminal, actuator, phosphorylation, and nucleotide,
respectively) deﬁned in Fig. 1 and sequence numbers.
Tryptic cleavage sites obtained by limited digestion (T1
and T2) are also shown on top of the plots and highlighted
by dotted lines
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a few adjacent residues of N and A. With a higher coarseness
(30), the size of the central dynamical domain increases and
it now contains the stalk region and the top part of the
transmembrane helices (colored in cyan in Fig. 4 c). Further
increase of the coarseness parameter does not signiﬁcantly
change the domain decomposition, whereas reduction of the
coarseness to values below 20 splits the Ca-ATPase into
a collection of artiﬁcial regions with regards to topological
and/or functional domains. Thus, whatever the coarseness
value used we never observe a dynamical domain that
coincides with the topological P domain; the P region is
a ﬂexible region and does not behave as a rigid body. This
correlates with data presented in Fig. 2 where no dis-
placement of P as a whole can be observed. The trans-
membrane region can not be considered as a dynamical
domain either. Indeed, the transmembrane residues belong to
two different dynamical domains (colored yellow and cyan in
Fig. 4, b and c). The boundary between these domains is
parallel to the membrane plane and moves upwards when the
coarseness increases. Even though this transmembrane part
of the Ca-ATPase has been deﬁned as a rigid region (Fig.
4 a) it is not a dynamical domain because it undergoes
only small deformations (Figs. 2 and 3). Conversely, the
topological N and A(1Nter) domains undergo large ampli-
tude movements as rigid bodies. We therefore demonstrate
that topological domains of the Ca-ATPase are not neces-
sarily dynamical domains.
Domain movements
Analysis of both rotation and translation movements of the
above deﬁned dynamical domains (N and A(1Nter)) has
been performed by measuring the contributions of the
various low-frequency modes to the displacement along and
around perpendicular axes (Fig. 5, left). These contributions
(square of the dot products) are plotted against mode
numbers in Fig. 5 (right).
The analysis of the individual low-frequency modes has
shown that several modes (10, 11, 12, 13, and 16) contribute
to displacements of the A domain (Figs. 2 and 3). As ex-
pected, these modes are observed to contribute the most
to the rotation (and translation) of A around (and along) the
chosen axes; the highest peaks are found for modes 11, 12,
13, and 16. Interestingly, one can distinguish translation- and
rotation-type modes, illustrating that not all modes are
contributing equally to these movements. Fig. 5 shows that
modes 12 and 13 contribute most to the rotation around an
axis parallel to the membrane (axis 1) whereas mode 16 has
the highest contribution to rotation around the axis per-
pendicular to the membrane (axis 2). Fig. 5 also shows that
mode 11 contributes most to the translation along the axis
perpendicular to the membrane (axis 2). For the N domain,
the same analysis is more difﬁcult since several modes con-
tribute equally to the three axes of both rotation and trans-
lation. Mode 8 contributes to rotation along the three axes
and more than the others to the rotation around an axis
parallel to the membrane (axis 3). Mode 14 contributes most
to translation along the axis perpendicular to the membrane
(axis 2). Since absolute frequencies are not determined
accurately, amplitudes of both translational and rotational
movements can not be quantiﬁed and thus compared.
However, the modes having a high contribution in rotation
along the three axes deﬁned for N have lower frequencies
than the ones having a high contribution in translation. This
lets us suppose that rotationlike movements of N should be
of higher amplitude than translations. Modes contributing to
FIGURE 3 Vector ﬁeld representation of the slowest modes of E1Ca2
form. a. mode 7, b. mode 8, c. mode 9, d. mode 12, e. mode13, f. mode 16.
For the sake of clarity, only vectors having a length greater than the average
atomic displacement (calculated over all Ca atoms) for the mode considered
are represented.
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rotation and translation of A(1Nter) have close frequencies,
so no conclusion can be made on their relative amplitude.
Displacements of the helices
Ca transport by the Ca-ATPase occurs through several steps
including Ca entry from the cytoplasmic side to reach calcium
binding sites and release to the lumenal side. The atomic
structure (1eul) clearly describes the membranous calcium
binding sites, but there is no obvious channel leading either
from the cytoplasm to these site or from these sites to the
lumenal side (Lee and East, 2001; Toyoshima et al., 2000;
Toyoshima and Nomura, 2002). Thus, there have to be
movements of the helices in the TM region to generate
pathways for the entry or the release of the ions. Molecular
dynamic simulations of the Ca-ATPase in its different
calcium bound and free forms suggest that the two ions reach
their speciﬁc binding sites I and II via two different pathways
(Costa and Carloni, 2003). Normal mode analysis of the
calcium-bound form suggests twisting motions of the M
helices, which could be involved in the opening mechanism
toward the lumen (Li and Cui, 2002). In a preliminary study
we reported, using a similar approach, that the transmem-
brane segments undergo signiﬁcant displacements (Reuter
et al., 2003a,b). In the present article, we characterize two
types of displacements: individual and concerted movements
of M helices. First, as Figs. 2 and 3 show that only the low-
frequency mode 9 clearly exhibits large concerted move-
ments of the 10 helices, we investigate the structural
modiﬁcations induced by this mode. Then, since it is ex-
pected that the helices undergo smaller movements than
the cytoplasmic domains, the mobility of each transmem-
brane helix is investigated in the whole set of modes (2982).
Concerted movements
Analysis of rotations of the M domain, performed as
described above for the A and N domains, shows that mode
9 accounts for 30% of the rotation of the domain around its
principal axis of inertia, i.e., quasi-perpendicular to the
membrane. None of the other modes contributes more than
5%. Fig. 6 shows the two conformations of the Ca-ATPase
obtained by following the eigenvector of mode 9, in both
directions starting from the E1Ca2 conformation (see
Material and Methods section). To highlight the most
signiﬁcant displacements, we present two different super-
positions of the two structures. The ﬁrst one (Fig. 6, a and b)
superimposes the two sets of coordinates by minimizing the
RMS deviation (RMSD) of the A and P regions which
exhibit low atomic displacement (Fig. 2 c). The second one
(Fig. 6 c) superimposes the M helices by minimizing the
RMSD of the residues.
FIGURE 4 Deformation analysis (a)
and domain decomposition of E1Ca2
form, with increasing coarseness val-
ues of 20 (b) and 30 (c). The most rigid
regions (small deformation energy) are
represented in red on the deformation
energy picture and blue is used for the
most ﬂexible parts. Green corresponds
to regions for which the deformation
energy is close to the deformation
threshold. Red and green regions are
candidates for dynamical domains. In
a, b, and c, the stable domains are re-
presented in red and green. The deﬁni-
tion of the blue, cyan, and yellow
domains varies with the value of the
coarseness.
FIGURE 5 Movements of cytoplas-
mic domains of E1Ca2 form. (Left)
Orthogonal axis used to characterize the
movements and (right) squared overlap
(310) between the modes and the
displacement vectors.
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The protein undergoes a torsion-type movement around an
axis perpendicular to the membrane plane (Fig. 6). The
helices are rotated in one direction whereas the N domain is
moved in the other direction (Fig. 3 c). The helices are sig-
niﬁcantly displaced with respect to the A and P regions (Fig.
6 b) but they are displaced in a concerted way. Indeed, the M
region can be superimposed with a fairly low RMSD (2.32
A˚) meaning that the relative positions of the helices are well
conserved (Fig. 6 c). In particular, the geometry of the
calcium binding sites does not change signiﬁcantly (ball and
sticks in Fig. 6 c). Indeed, the Ca atoms of the amino acids
involved in site I and site II (V304, A305, I307, E309, N768,
E771, N796, T799, D800, E908) can be very well super-
imposed. Conversely, lumenal extremities of the M helices
are displaced (Fig. 2 c). The global motion is a twist of the M
helices opening the lumenal side of the bundle made of the
10 helices. Such a mechanism may suggest a possible exit for
the calcium bound. Moreover, the correlated rotation of the
N domain in the opposite direction might also suggest a
coupled mechanism occurring in the ATP dependent calcium
transport.
Individual movements
For each helix (M1–M10), we deﬁne its principal axis of
inertia (see Material and Methods section) and the rotation
(or translation) vector of the Ca atoms of this helix around
(or along) the axis. The cumulative squared overlap between
the modes and the rotation or translation is plotted versus
mode numbers in Figs. 7, a and b, respectively. One can not
distinguish particular modes contributing signiﬁcantly more
than the others, neither for rotation nor for translation.
Seventy percent of both the rotation (Fig. 7 a) and translation
(Fig. 7 b) of each of the helices is described by the ﬁrst third of
the set of normal modes (1000 out of 2982) i.e., low-
frequency modes, which certainly means a functional role of
this type of displacement of the helices. Themain contribution
to the displacements is found for modes higher in frequency
than the modes describing the displacements of the cy-
toplasmic domains. In fact, 70% of the translation and ro-
tation of the A and N domains could be described by the ﬁrst
30modes, whereas only 10% of the translation and rotation of
the helices is observed for 100 modes. This means that the
rotation and translation of each helix are of smaller amplitude
than the movements of the N and A domains. This was
expected since the packed environment of the TM region and
also the hydrogen bond network in the hydrophobic core
should not allow large displacement of the helices.
A comparison of Fig. 7, a and b, shows that rotations of
the helices are of smaller amplitude than their translations
since the modes contributing the most to the translations are
of lower frequency than those describing the rotations. 150
modes are enough to describe 70% of the translation of M1
and 600 modes account for 70% of the translation of M8, the
other helices being within this range. Conversely, 250 modes
are needed to describe the rotation for helix M3 and 950
FIGURE 6 Conformations generated along the eigenvector of mode 9 of
E1Ca2 form. a. A side view (parallel to the membrane) of the whole protein
is displayed, the two structures generated following the eigenvector of mode
9 have been superimposed by minimizing the RMSD of the A and P regions
(RMS A and P: 1.48A˚, RMS all: 8.38 A˚). b and c, top view of the
transmembrane region (along the arrow shown in a) obtained by super-
imposing either the A and P regions (b) or the M1–M10 helices (c)
(RMS helices: 2.32 A˚, RMS all: 17.12 A˚). Side chain of the amino acids
(V304, A305, I307, and E309 of M4; N768 and E771 of M5; N796, T799,
and D800 of M6, E908 of M8) involved in the calcium binding sites are
displayed in balls and sticks in c.
FIGURE 7 Cumulative summation of the squared overlap between the
normal modes and the normalized rotation (a) and translation (b) vectors
deﬁned on the Ca atoms of each helix of the E1Ca2 form (1eul). The
cumulative squared overlaps (3100) are plotted against mode numbers (x
axis restricted to modes 7–1000). Solid lines represent helices M1, M2, and
M3, dashed lines helices M4, M5, M6, and M8, dotted lines helices M7, M9,
and M10.
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modes for M7. More interesting is the difference between
helices participating in the ion binding sites (M4, M5, M6,
and M8) and the other ones. This is highlighted by the fact
that the rotation of helices M1, M2, M3, M7, M9, and M10 is
described by slower modes (50% reached with modes
number 240–340) than helices M4, M5, M6, and M8 (50%
reached with modes 500–720). This is also true for the
translation but to a lesser extent. This means that helices
hosting the binding sites undergo smaller amplitude dis-
placements than the other ones. Among them one can also
differentiate helices M1–M3 which have higher amplitudes
of displacement than the other ones (M7, M9, and M10).
They are connected to the A(1Nter) domain (Fig. 1) and
located on the same side of the Ca-ATPase (Fig. 5). Since
this cytoplasmic domain undergoes large amplitude move-
ments, it could explain the higher mobility of the connected
helices.
Which normal modes are involved in the
transition between the calcium-bound (E1Ca2)
and calcium-free (E2TG) forms of the Ca-ATPase?
The release of the structure of a calcium-free form of the Ca-
ATPase (1iwo) has revealed large structural changes in the
protein, accompanying the dissociation of calcium (Toyosh-
ima and Nomura, 2002). In particular, movements in the
cytoplasmic region to form a single headpiece as well as
rearrangements of 6 of the 10 transmembrane helices have
been evidenced. To identify the normal modes and thus the
movements that contribute most to the transition (E1Ca2
toward E2TG), the complete set of normal modes was pro-
jected on the normalized vector that describes the structural
difference. This vector was constructed from the difference
between the Ca atoms after optimal superimposition of
the two x-ray structures (1eul and 1iwo). Fig. 8 shows the
squared overlap (square dot product, plot a) and the cumu-
lative squared overlap (plot b) of the modes with the dif-
ference vector. Twenty modes already account for 71% of
the difference between the two structures and only 1000
modes are necessary to represent 98% of the difference. This
shows that the low-frequency modes (large-amplitude move-
ments) describe the difference between E1Ca2 and E2TG,
in agreement with the large structural changes observed
(Toyoshima and Nomura, 2002).
Modes 7 and 8, the two slowest nonzero modes, have
a contribution of 27.5% and 15.1%, respectively (Fig. 8 a).
The next modes, 9–14, do not have major contributions
whereas mode 15 contributes up to 13.3% to the difference
vector. Thus, in total, three modes (7, 8, and 15) contribute
for 55.9% to the difference vector. Modes 7 and 8 are char-
acterized by large movements of the N domain whereas
mode 15 shows movements of the lumenal loops, and in
particular L7-8 (Figs. 2 and 3). Indeed, the two atomic struc-
tures show large rearrangements of the lumenal loops L7-8
and L3-4, becoming closer to each other. Interestingly, mode
9, characterized by a rotation of the M region and the N
domain in opposite directions (Fig. 6), does not appear as
a predominant mode in the E1Ca2 toward E2TG transition
(contribution equal to 1.2%). The same applies to modes
10–12 (contributions equal to 2.5%, 2.3%, and 1.8%, re-
spectively), which describe the coupled movements of the
A(1Nter) domain. The fact that those very slowmodes, prob-
ably very important for the function of the pump, do not con-
tribute to this calcium-binding transition may suggest that
they are involved in other steps of the reaction cycle.
DISCUSSION
We have calculated the whole set of normal modes for the
SERCA1 Ca-ATPase with a simpliﬁed method, requiring
relatively modest computer resources but yielding results in
good agreement with the experimental data. Because of their
complexity, the movements undergone by the Ca-ATPase do
not fall in any simple category of motion (hinge or shear) that
occur in proteins (Echols et al., 2003). Through different
analyses of the normal modes, we are able to describe
a collection of movements and attempt to associate them
with the different steps of the reaction cycle.
We have shown, by a thorough analysis of the ﬁrst ten
modes (7–16), the important mobility of N and A(1Nter)
regions (Figs. 2 and 3). Among all putative movements of
the protein that we describe, movements of both N and
A(1Nter) domains are the ones with the largest amplitude,
FIGURE 8 Squared overlap (a) and cumulative summation of the squared
overlap (b) of the normal modes calculated on 1eul (E1Ca2) and the
difference vector between the Ca atoms of the 1eul (E1Ca2) and 1iwo
(E2TG) structures. Squared overlap (3100) and cumulative squared overlap
(3100) are plotted against mode numbers (x axis restricted to modes 7–200).
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i.e., N and A(1Nter) are the most displaced regions. This is
in good agreement with the difference observed between
the existing structures of the calcium pump in its E1Ca2
(Toyoshima et al., 2000) and E2TG (Toyoshima and
Nomura, 2002) or E2H3-P-like (Xu et al., 2002) forms.
Indeed one can easily observe that the cytoplasmic headpiece
undergoes drastic changes (see Fig. 1). Moreover, we
showed that these two regions behave as rigid bodies in
the different movements: N and A, in their topological
deﬁnition (Fig. 1), are dynamical domains (Fig. 4). Con-
versely, we demonstrated that P (N330–N359 and K605–
D737) is a ﬂexible region (Fig. 4 a), as is the stalk area, and
can not be deﬁned as a dynamical domain. A recent MD
study (Costa and Carloni, 2003) also supports the hypothesis
that P is ﬂexible in the calcium-bound form of the pump.
Toyoshima et al. suggested that the P domain, with ﬂexible
joints, functions as a coordinator of the transmembrane
helices and also that the top part of M5 moves together with
the P domain as a single entity. From our analysis, residues
in P do not seem to undergo as large displacements as the N
and A(1Nter) domains (Fig. 1). Neither could we ﬁnd
correlated movements of P and the top part of M4 or M5 in
the low-frequency modes. Our calculations thus support the
hypothesis that the signal transmission from the phosphor-
ylation site to the M helices does not involve rigid-body
motions of the P domain but rather small localized dis-
placements and that the ﬂexibility of this region is an
advantage in transmitting those small displacements of P to
the M5 helix and potentially along the M helices to the
binding sites. However, even if the whole collection of
normal modes can be calculated from one conformation, we
can not exclude that normal modes of the phosphorylated
form would show this type of movements of P whereas the
nonphosphorylated form (used for these calculations) does
not. To distinguish between the two possibilities, NMA of
phosphorylated form is required; unfortunately this structure
is not available.
The M region is a rigid region, but does not undergo large
amplitude rigid-body motions (Figs. 2 and 3). We highlight
a twist motion of the helices which does not seem to be
correlated to P, but rather to the N domain (Fig. 6). We
suggest that this movement is involved in the release of the
calcium ions to the lumen. Indeed, in this movement, the
lumenal extremity of the M domain (from the calcium
binding sites to the lumenal loops) opens more than the top
part, and the position of the backbone atoms of the residues
involved in the calcium binding sites does not change sig-
niﬁcantly. In general, we found a much higher mobility of
the lumenal loops than of the cytoplasmic loops (Fig. 2, c–e,
and h–j). The observed mobility of the lumenal loops (L1-2,
L3-4, L5-6, L7-8, and L9-10) is compatible with the existing
structures and could explain the uptake/release of ions on the
lumenal side. Interestingly, Toyoshima et al. report that the
L3-4 loop comes closer to L7-8 (Toyoshima and Nomura,
2002). However, from our calculations, L7-8 appears to be
more displaced than L3-4 in the slowest movements of the
protein. Molecular modeling studies (Costa and Carloni,
2003; Li and Cui, 2002) also report the large mobility of the
lumenal loops and suggest that L7-8 is more displaced than
L3-4 (Costa and Carloni, 2003). The normalized atomic
displacements associated with the cytoplasmic L6-7 loop,
which is known to be functionally essential (Falson et al.,
1997; Menguy et al., 1998), are not important, in any of the
ﬁrst 10 modes. This suggests that the movements of L6-7 are
not large, which is in agreement with the molecular dy-
namics study of the E1Ca2 form (Costa and Carloni, 2003).
This is not in conﬂict with the functional role of L6-7 in
calcium binding but simply implies that this role does not
require large displacements of the loop.
The low-frequency modes highlighted only one concerted
type of movement of the M helices. As this motion seems to
open mostly the lumenal side of the M domain and very little
the cytoplasmic side, it lead us to look for another type of
movement to explain the cytoplasmic entrance of calcium.
Investigation of the individual movements (rotation and
translation) of the helices revealed interesting discrepancies
in their ability to be displaced. The helices hosting the
binding sites (M4, M5, M6, and M8) are less mobile than the
other ones. Their inner position is probably one reason for
that and the consequence for the stability of the calcium
binding sites is obvious. Through molecular dynamics study
of the calcium-bound form (Sites I and II occupied) and the
forms with one (in Site I) or no calcium in the sites, Costa
et al. (Costa and Carloni, 2003) reported recently that the
orientation of helices M1–M3 is changed. Our ﬁndings
illustrate the ability of those helices to be displaced; leading
to the hypothesis that their mobility could play a role in the
uptake of the calcium ions. Although directed mutagenesis
has not shown any evidence for it, M1 has been suggested as
an entry pathway for the calcium ions (Lee and East, 2001).
Our calculations support this hypothesis since helices M1–
M3 are more mobile than M4 and M6, which have been
proposed as an alternative entrance pathway (Toyoshima
et al., 2000).
NMA of the transition between the two available atomic
structures (Fig. 8) has shown that only a few modes are
involved in the transition between the Ca free (E2H3) and
bound (E1Ca2) species. Modes 7, 8, and 15 describe the
opening of the N domain as well as the movements of
lumenal loops (Fig. 2) that are observed upon Ca binding
(Toyoshima and Nomura, 2002). We looked further into
the global calcium transport mechanism coupled to the ATP
hydrolysis and tried to attribute the slow modes to the
various steps of the catalytic cycle (Fig. 1). Indeed, as the
E2TG!E1Ca2 step, each transconformation occurring along
the reaction cycle can be described by a combination of low-
frequency modes. However, given the difference in the
reactions occurring at each step of the catalytic cycle, it is
expected that each transition will involve different modes of
vibrations.
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Modes 10 and 13 describe correlated movements of
cytoplasmic domains that could contribute to the ATP
binding and gamma phosphate transfer occurring within the
phosphorylation step from E1Ca2 to E1Ca2-P.
Since it describes a concerted opening of the M helices at
the lumenal side, the twist of the M helices described by
mode 9 could be involved during the transition between
E1Ca2-P to E2H3-P. Indeed, such a movement would
facilitate the calcium release. Recently, Peinelt et al. (Peinelt
and Apell, 2002) suggested that, during the E1Ca2-P !
E2Ca2-P (low afﬁnity binding sites) conformational change,
either the binding sites are moved closer to the lumenal
interface or a wide, water-ﬁlled vestibule is formed. The
latter is totally in agreement with the observed mechanism of
mode 9 where the helices twist open, motion that has also
been recently reported (Li and Cui, 2002). One can easily
imagine the same type of movement, in the opposite
direction to twist close the lumenal side in the E2H3-P !
E2H3 transition.
Several studies suggested an important role of the L7-8
loop in the Ca release pathway (Duggleby et al., 1999; Webb
et al., 2000). Webb et al. (2000) suggested that the dephos-
phorylation step (E2H3-P ! E2H3) involves movements of
the lumenal loops. Indeed, chemical labeling of carboxyl
groups on the lumenal side led to a loss in phosphorylation
by Pi, suggesting an important role of the long acidic L7-8
loop. It was also suggested that calcium release involves
structural rearrangements of the L7-8 loop (Duggleby et al.,
1999). Our results support the hypothesis of the functional
role of this loop due to its mobility.
Protease mediated excision of the MAATE243 sequence
from the loop linking the A domain with M3 strongly
reduces the E1Ca2-P to E2H3-P transition without modiﬁ-
cation of both calcium binding and ATP phosphorylation
processes (Møller et al., 2002). Thus the calcium release to
the lumen probably involves a movement of the A domain.
Modes 10–13, and 16 describe rotation and translation-like
movements of the A domain which could describe the
E1Ca2-P to E2H3-P transition. Moreover, these modes do not
participate in the calcium binding step (Fig. 8) and the
movements of the A domain are correlated with movements
of other parts of the protein (L7-8 loop, N domain).
Movements of the N and A domains have been analyzed
by proteolysis studies of the different intermediates of the
catalytic cycle of the Ca-ATPase. It has been observed that
the efﬁciency of the proteolysis changes with the Ca-ATPase
conformation (Andersen and Jorgensen, 1985; Danko et al.,
2001a,b; Møller et al., 2002; Torok et al., 1988), suggesting
a change in the accessibility of these sites. Limited digestion
with trypsin shows that the ﬁrst site (T1, Arg-505) located in
a loop at the very top of the N domain of the Ca-ATPase is
always accessible (Danko et al., 2001b). Nevertheless, the
rate of degradation changes with the conformation and this
could be correlated to the ﬂexibility of this loop observed in
several modes (Fig. 2). In particular, modes 14 and 16 show
a high mobility of this loop independently of the rest of
the N domain (Fig. 2, h and j; Fig. 3 f ). The second
tryptic digestion site (T2, Arg-198) located in the A domain
shows a more drastic change in accessibility since it becomes
completely resistant to cleavage in the E2-P like form
obtained in the presence of vanadate (Danko et al., 2001a,b).
We do not believe that the difference between T1 and T2 is
related to the amplitude of the displacement undergone by
the A and N domains. It might instead be related to the
position of the residues on the domain; T1 is placed at the
very top of the N domain such that its accessibility will
remain almost unchanged even if the cytoplasmic headpiece
closes completely. Our calculation suggests that the A
domain undergoes large movements that could be described
by modes such as 10–13, and 16 (Fig. 2). Mode 11 in
particular shows a large displacement of the loop containing
the T2 site and the motion of A in this mode can be described
as a translation of the domain along an axis almost
perpendicular to the membrane plane.
In conclusion, our NMA of the slowest modes has enabled
the description of large amplitude movements of the cy-
toplasmic domains of the Ca-ATPase. Comparison of the
available atomic structure has shown the contribution of
some of these slow modes to the transition between these
structures. Analysis of the whole set of modes has also sug-
gested the possible contribution of other modes, describing
lower amplitude motions, in particular for the transmem-
brane helices. It opens a path toward analysis of the various
movements of the Ca-ATPase occurring along the catalytic
cycle.
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